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If exams could
talk: insights from
last semester
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S STUDENTS RECEIVE
their grades from fall se
mester, a few will be elated
with their success. Most
students will have a mix of

some higher and some lower grades than
expected. A few will be placed on acade
mic probation.

First-year students are generally
eager to review their exams. Some upper

division students
with several disap
pointing semesters
believe they're be
yond hope of im
proving their grades.
This belief is patently
false. Students at all
levels should partici
pate in the exam re
viewprocess. Everyone
canimprovelawschool
grades with hard
work and targeted
strategies.

A general rule is
to review immediate
ly any exam-based
course for which you
received a C- or
lower grade. You'll
also benefit from
exam review if you
received a C or C+
grade. Students with
B grades can also
learn ways to im
prove, but professors
will usually meet
with students with
lower grades first.

Even though you may not have the
same professor for a future course, the
exam review process will be beneficial.
You can always use the feedback to im
prove on exams of the same type (for ex
ample, essay or multiple-choice) in other
classes.

The purpose of exam review is
not to argue for a grade change. Un
less there has been a mathematical or
clerical error, professors will not change .
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grades. Focus on improving future exam
performance rather than on the specific
grade in the course. You will benefit more
from the review if you are receptive to as
sistance from the professor and able to
listen to constructive criticism.

Remember several things about
grades. First, grading is anonymous usu
ally; the professor does not have any
thing personal against you. Second, your
feelings when you left the exam have lit
tle correlation to the final grade; your
grade was determined in relation to over
all performance of all the students in the
class. Third, there are common exam-tak
ing errors that are correctable; different
study and test-taking strategies can im
prove your future grades.

Each professor may have a dif
ferent procedure for exam review.
Unless the syllabus indicates the review
process, contact the specific professor for
instructions. If a professor is not teach
ing during spring semester, contact your
associate dean for information.

Procedures vary greatly. However,
there are several common ways that pro
fessors might organize the review
process: Students may review the exam
first with reference to a model answer or
answer key and then make an appoint
ment to discuss the exam. Students may
review the examfirst with reference to an
anonymous student's A-grade exam and
then make an appointment to discuss the
exam. Or students may set up an ap
pointment with the professor to look over
the exam together without any prior re
view of the exam.

Your appointment will be more
productive if you are prepared for
the discussion. If you review the exam
prior to meeting with the professor, make
notes of any questions that you have. De
cide which aspects of the exam you want
assistance with so that you can improve
on future exams. Realize that the review
prior to your meeting may take longer
than you would expect. Because several
weeks have elapsed from the exam date,
you'll need time to reconsider each exam
question and its answer.
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Remember to note during exam re
views what you did right as well as any er
rors that you made. You want to duplicate
the correct exam-taking techniques on
future exams. You want to correct any
weaknesses that prevented you from
showing how much you really knew
about the subject matter.

There are general questions for exam
review that can add depth to your under
standing of specificways to improve and
can help structure your individual and
professor exam reviews. See lists at right.
These questions help you focus on the
underlying causes for errors. For exam
ple, you missed a third-party beneficiary
question; however, the underlying cause
ws misapplication of the rule.

These two lists of questions are not
exhaustive. Consider adding questions
specific to an exam or to your own exam
taking difficulties. For example, you may
remember that a particular policy ques
tion caused you problems. Alternatively,
you may suspect that you are weak on
using terms of art correctly in your
answers.

Your grades can improve if you
implement a consistent plan. Dis
cuss your exam insights with your law
school academic support professional to
formulate strategies for improving exam
performance.

Implement regular review of course
material. Complete as many practice
questions as possible at the end of each
topic. For essay courses, ask professors to
review several written answers and pro
vide you with feedback to indicate any
problem areas. For multiple-choice cours
es, complete batches of questions regular
ly and look for error patterns to correct.

Make learning from past exams a pri
ority. You will improve your grades each
semester as you focus on new strategies
to correct weaknesses in your exam
studying and exam taking. ~'1.

Amy L. Jarmon (amy.jarmon@ttu.edu), as
sistant dean for academic success programs
atTexas Tech University School of Law, is a
professor and coeditor of the Law School
Academic Support 810g. She has practiced
law in the United States and the United
Kingdom.
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Review Questions for Fact-Pattern Essay Exams
Below are general questions pertinent to your review of fact-pattern
essay exams:

1. Did you misread or not read the instructions for the exam?

2. Did you use the specific format required by your professor, such as
IRAe or a word limit?

3. Did you answer the specific questions asked for each fact pattern?

4. Did you spot all the main issues and sub-issues?

5. Did you accurately state the law for each issue and sub-issue?

6. Did you thoroughly analyze each issue or sub-issue, considering both
sides of the argument and connecting the dots in your analysis?

7. Did you use case or statutory references to support your arguments
where appropriate?

8. Did you avoid making assumptions about the fact patterns?

9. Did you avoid adding, deleting, or changing facts?

10. Did you avoid writing about "phantom" issues that were not
within the fact pattern?

11. Did you avoid "brain dumping" information that was unrelated to
analyzing the issues?

12. Did you organize your answer in a logical manner that made it
easy to grade?

13. Did you avoid verbose, convoluted, and flowery writing?

14. Did you finish the exam completely without rushing through
questions?
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